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Application 
The oil injector 226400 is a versatile 
tool for applying the SKF oil injection 
method. Mounting and dismounting 
bearings, couplings and gearwheels 
are just a few examples. 

Description 
The injector has a suction valve,  
a pressure valve and a valve for venting 
and pressure reduction, each fitted with 
a ball, (1), (3) and (5). The balls are 
held in position by pins (2) and (4) 
or screw (6). An oil filter nipple (7) 
is fitted to the injector inlet in order to 
clean the oil.  

The oil reservoir can be refilled without 
releasing the pressure from the pump.  

Safety recommendation 
The oil injector may be dangerous if it is 
not properly used or if incorrect or faulty
accessories are used. Kindly note the 
following instructions: 
  Check the injector, pipe and all 
accessories carefully before use. 
Never use even slightly damaged 
components or accessories which are 
not rated for a pressure of 300 MPa 
(43,500 psi)

  Be sure all air has been removed 
from the injector and high pressure 
pipe; it should be completely filled 
with oil only. Follow the operating 
instructions

  Use protective goggles
  The use of a pressure gauge is always

   

Technical data
Designation 226400
Maximum pressure 300 MPa (43,500 psi)
Volume/stroke 0,23 cm³ (0.014 in³)
Oil container capacity 200 cm³ (12.2 in³)
Injector connection G 3/4
Total weight 2,2 kg (5 lb)
For applications where 400 MPa (58.000 psi) is required, a special model designation 
226400/400MPa is available.

Replacement parts
Part no. Spare Part no. Description

1-5 728383 Repair kit
6 909792 Valve screw
7 1077597 Oil filter nipple
8 920100 B Oil reservoir
9 920100 B-1 O-ring of reservoir
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recommended when working with 
high pressure application

10 920100 B-2 Connection nipple of reservoir
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